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Introduction
On 28 February 2002 the Peace Implementation Council Steering Board endorsed the
IJC's reinvigorated strategy for judicial reform in BiH, which includes a restructuring of the
court system of BiH followed by a selection process for judges. The restructuring is motivated
by the concern that there are too many courts and too many judges in Bil, operating with
costly inefficiency. At the same time, the ongoing reform of the procedure laws - designed to
reduce the time required to process cases - should ease the burdens on courts and judges,
lessening the need for so many.
The court restructuring effort, therefore, aims to
" determine the appropriate total number of courts and judges in BiH, 1
" determine which courts should be merged and where,
" determine the appropriate number of judges for each court, and
" establish other aspects of court structure including subject matter jurisdiction and
the development of specialized divisions.
Current court structure
BiH has a three-tier court system. 2 It does not have specialized courts. At the lowest
level are 53 municipal (Federation) and 25 basic (RS) courts, dealing with the vast majority of
civil and criminal cases at first instance. In the middle are 10 cantonal (Federation) and 5
district (RS) courts, with first-instance jurisdiction in a few civil matters and the most serious
criminal cases, and appellate jurisdiction from the lower courts for all others. Finally, at the
third tier of each entity's judicial system is one Supreme Court, which deals with an assortment
of criminal, civil, and administrative matters in the first and second instances, as well as
extraordinary legal remedies.
It is not proposed to alter this three-tier system, although there have been a suggestion
that the lowest courts should be eliminated, generally on the basis of poor performance.
Performance is largely a function of the quality of the judges and court presidents in those
courts, however, which should be addressed in the reselection process, supplemented by
training.
Another suggestion for small cantons is to create only one court and to give second-
instance jurisdiction to panels of that same court. This approach is poorly suited to larger
jurisdictions, however, and it seems ill-advised to create different structures in different
cantons or districts of BiH. Moreover, such a court, when functioning as an appellate body,
may not appear to be truly independent of the first-instance court.
Methodology
On May 1, 2002, the IJC's Restructuring Team completed a Preliminary Report
explaining the project's purposes and guiding principles. That report made tentative proposals
'The project is limited to the municipal and cantonal courts in the Federation, the basic and district courts of the
RS, and the supreme courts of both entities. The new Court of BiH, the constitutional courts, and the minor
offence courts are not dealt with in this project, nor is the court system in Brko District.
2 Again, this excludes the minor offence courts and other courts mentioned in footnote 1.
for the closure and consolidation of certain courts and projected a target number of courts and
of judges overall. It considered the judiciaries of other European countries and recommended
a one-third reduction in the number of BiH courts and judges to reflect such international
practices. It also articulated proposed criteria for determining which courts should be closed
and where they should be consolidated.
The Preliminary Report was later circulated to all regular courts and to the Ministries of
Justice. It formed the basis for discussion and comment over the next two months, focusing
attention on issues of true significance in the restructuring process: most significantly the
standards to be applied in the court closure and consolidation decisions.
3.1 Data collection
IJC staff collected, from the courts themselves, complete case-filings for the last 4/
years, as well as information on the capacity and quality of court buildings, the distances
between municipalities, road conditions, and availability of public transportation. Most courts
were very responsive and helpful in providing the information requested.
Population data were collected from the relevant entity authorities: the Federal Office
of Statistics of FBiH and the Office of Statistics of Republika Srpska. The data reflect the
most recent estimates available, current as of June 2001 in the Federation and as of March
2001 in the RS. While some court presidents argued that these data were not accurate or up-to-
date, no more reliable information exists.
3
3.2 Court visits
In a period of seven weeks, IJC met with court presidents in over 90 courts in BiH, as
well as with Ministers of Justice in both entities and in almost every canton, and with
representatives of the Associations of Judges in both entities. During these court visits and
other meetings, IJC staff collected information, opinions, ideas and suggestions, following a
standard questionnaire to ensure that the same questions were asked of all courts. While on
location, they were able to observe local conditions, court facilities, and roads.
3.3 Data evaluation
The case-filing data were particularly important as a measure of total workload of the
respective courts, as well as of the total demand for court services in each community. The
Preliminary Proposal had relied on 2001 data for P (civil) and K (criminal) case filings, but it
became apparent that more comprehensive data could and should be considered.
3.3.1 Estimated quotas
Seeking assistance in evaluating the array of case-filing numbers it compiled from the
various courts, the IJC, in mid-July, invited two working groups of judges to come to Sarajevo
to consider case-filing statistics. The purpose was to help the project team understand what the
data meant in terms of actual judge workload. One working group focused on the first-instance
courts; the other addressed the second-instance courts. The groups included representatives
from the RS, Federation, and Br~ko; they included judges who worked on the civil as well as
the criminal side, as well as representatives from the procedure law reform working groups.
3 The last official census was done in 1991, before the war, when population distribution was decidedly different.
With the help of these judges, the project team was able to derive a formula for measuring total
court workload, adjusted to anticipate procedure law changes and other factors likely to affect
workload in the foreseeable future.
The starting point for discussions of the working groups were the quotas currently in
use in the various cantons and the RS. Considering the various quota standards, in light of
anticipated procedure law changes, the groups estimated how many cases of each type a judge,
working full time on those cases, should be able to complete in a year.
The working groups determined to look at "core" caseload, choosing to ignore data for
less significant court activities, such as land book entries or the certification of documents. The
ultimate conclusions of these working groups are reflected in the "estimated quota" figures set
forth below 4:
Estimated quotas for cases in Municipal and Basic Courts
K 220 Criminal cases
Km 220 Juvenile criminal cases
Kp 900 Clemency cases
P 300 Civil cases
Ps/Gs 300 Commercial civil cases
PR/Rs 300 Labor disputes
Mal 600 Small-claim civil cases
Mals 600 Small-claim commercial civil cases
0 750 Probate cases
Partition of real estate, determination of property
RI s  300 boundaries, compensation claims for expropriated
real estate, tenancy rights determinations
1 3300 Enforcement cases
Ip 5500 Commercial enforcement cases
Pom 700 Legal aid cases
St 44 Bankruptcy cases
RL / L 110 Regular liquidation cases
4 The word "quota" is potentially misleading here. There is no intention to represent these numbers as goals or
standards for measuring judicial performance. This is simply an estimate of ajudge's working capacity, for
purposes of allocating judgeships to the various courts.
5 Some courts report only R cases, without distinguishing the more substantial RI cases from the easier R2 cases,
which were not included in the formula. In these courts, we used a quota of 1800, reflecting the general average
of one out of every six R cases were RI cases (i.e. for every one RI case reported, the courts reported about five
R2 cases).
*Because jurisdiction for these cases will be moved to the municipal courts in the Federation (they are already in
the RS basic courts), these estimated quotas measure future workload for the municipal and basic courts.
These numbers were arrived at in a deliberative process, primarily by consensus of the
judges of the two working groups. For some cases, these numbers are higher than currently
prevailing quotas, reflecting anticipated procedure law changes that will streamline certain
cases. Others have lower values, such as civil appeals, which are expected to be more difficult
as second instance judges will have to convene hearings to resolve many of these cases. While
reasonable minds may differ on the exact numbers that should be applied, this is largely a
speculative process and these judges were acting on the best information available. After the
new procedure laws are in force for a while, it should be possible to adjust these numbers to
something more reflective of real-world experience.
3.3.2 Caseload Index
Applying the average case-filing statistics 6 to the estimated quotas established by the
judge working groups, it was possible to calculate the number of judges required to handle the
current caseload in each court. This figure serves as a "Caseload Index," a measure of total
workload in each court that can be used for comparison purposes between courts. This figure is
generated on each court's case filing spreadsheet (see Annex E). This Caseload Index was also
helpful in establishing the appropriate number of judges for each court. See discussion infra.
Small courts v. large courts
Given the premise that there are too many courts in BiH, attention is immediately
drawn to the smallest of them as candidates for closure. Courts that are too small suffer from a
variety of difficulties and inefficiencies, including
6 The IJC collected and reviewed data from the last 42 years, but ultimately relied on the average from the last 11/2
years in its formulations. Because the general trend is toward an increase in case filings, the averages for the
longer period of time appeared to underestimate the present (and presumably future) caseload burdens.
Estimated quotas for cases in Cantonal and District Courts
K 66 Criminal cases
Km 66 Juvenile criminal cases
Ki 800 Criminal investigation cases
Kv 660 Criminal panels
Kp 700 Clemency cases
K2 165 Criminal appeals
K!m 165 Criminal juvenile appeals
P.p 660 Minor offence appeals
P 300 Civil cases
Ps/Gs 300 Commercial civil cases
G2 200 Civil appeals
P2 200 Commercial civil appeals
U 300 Administrative cases
R 275 Other court proceedings
St* 44 Bankruptcy cases
RL / L* 110 Regular liquidation cases
" Excessive overhead - particularly staff and buildings - where there is low demand
for court services
" Either not enough judges to convene panels when necessary, or too many judges for
the regular caseload
" Difficulty in covering court business when judges are absent
" Little opportunity for new judges to be mentored by more experienced judges
" Difficulty in maintaining judicial independence where the community is small and
the judges inevitably know the litigants and government officials personally
" Judges' inability to specialize and to develop expertise in particular areas
Some have argued that large courts are inherently inefficient, and there are certainly
some examples of large and dysfunctional courts in BiH. But while larger courts face
particular challenges for administration and management, they also enjoy great potential for
specialization and other economies of scale. Effective court management can tap this
potential. Accordingly, the restructuring methodology presupposed the smallest courts as the
primary candidates for closure.
Municipal/Basic Court closure and consolidation
5.1 Criteria
The project applied three key criteria in determining which courts to consolidate and
where: (1) caseload, (2) population, and (3) geographical location. In each category, the court
either meets the criteria for staying open (+), fails it (-), or falls into a grey area (o). Where a
court meets a criterion (+), it enjoys a presumption of staying open; where it fails the criterion (-
), the presumption is to close it. The results of all three criteria must be considered in light of
each other. Very few courts have (+) in all three categories; even fewer have (-) in all
categories (indeed, there must have been some reason for opening a court there in the first
place).
The criteria are explained below. Their application to specific courts results in an
overall 33% reduction in first instance courts, as depicted in the Maps at Annex B and
summarized in the Court Consolidation Tables at Annex C. Obviously, courts with mostly
(+)'s and (o)'s are recommended to remain, while courts with mostly (-)'s and (o)'s are
recommended for closure. A few exceptions exist for small courts that fail the criteria
themselves, but which will satisfy the criteria after they have absorbed an even smaller court
nearby.
5.1.1 Caseloads
The Preliminary Report suggested that courts with caseloads of fewer than 400 P (civil)
cases and 150 K (criminal) cases in the year 2001 were too small to warrant continued
existence. The Caseload Index, generated with the help of our judicial working groups and the
more complete case-filing data collected over the last two months, gives a more reliable and
7 There are numerous examples of large and highly-efficient courts in other countries; the municipal court in
Zagreb, for example, functions extremely well with over 100 judges.
complete picture of the caseloads in the various courts, however. While the ultimate
conclusions change little, the decisions should be based on the best data available.
The courts with the smallest caseloads - those with core caseloads insufficient to
support the work of more than 3.0 judges - are candidates for closure and consolidation. The
"calculated core caseload" for each court is used for this criterion; the actual proposed number
of judges for each court is somewhat higher.
Caseload Criteria
Caseload sufficient for Presumption
> 5.5 judges (+) court stays open
< 3.0 judges (-) court closes
3.0 - 5.5 judges (o) consider other criteria
Of 78 first-instance courts in Bill, 25% fully satisfy this criterion (+), 38% fail it (-), and
38% fall into the grey area (o).
5.1.2 Population
Another factor to consider in the consolidation of courts is the population to be served
by each court. This is related to the case-filing criteria already discussed, as well as the
geographical criterion discussed below.
Population, of course, can serve as a surrogate for caseload. One would expect case
filings to be higher where the population is larger, although the data demonstrate a surprisingly
weak correlation. Bijeljina Basic Court has roughly the same number of criminal cases as
Banja Luka Basic Court, although it has less than half the population of Banja Luka. Also,
Novi Travnik has nearly three times the criminal caseload of Konjic, although their populations
are similar. Notwithstanding the vagaries of such correlations, it is appropriate to consider
population in this context as well, particularly because caseload statistics alone are subject to
fluctuation.
As for geography, courts should be located in larger population centers to minimize the
total travel time required of the public; where there are large numbers of people, they should
not have to travel significant distances to get to court. Conversely, it is appropriate to expect
people in a small community to travel greater distances; such travel burdens are among the
costs inherent in living in a rural or remote area. Where a court serves a very small population,
closing that court will not inconvenience a large number of people.
The population criteria applied, adjusted downward from the 65,000 to 80,000 target
originally proposed, are laid out below.
Population Criteria
Total served by the court Presumption
> 55,000 population (+) court stays open
< 35,000 population (-) court closes
35-55,000 population (o) consider other criteria
Of 78 first-instance courts in BiH, 29% fully satisfy this criterion (+), 48% fail it (-), and
23% fall into the grey area (o).
5.1.3 Geography
It is important that courts be accessible to the public they serve, yet it is not necessary
to have a separate court in every community. A typical member of the public does not go to
the court very frequently; it is not inappropriate to expect him or her to travel some distance to
get to court.
By the same token, there is no justification for keeping more than one court open in the
same metropolitan area. Any court less than 20 kilometers from a larger court (or a court in a
larger city) can be presumed to be unnecessary.
Of course, people in some remote areas may already travel a significant distance to get
to court in one municipality. Closing that court would require them to travel even farther.
This argument exists everywhere and could be used against the closure of courts anywhere.
Typically, the populations in such remote areas are small, however, and it makes more sense to
focus on the distances between the population centers.
With this in mind, the geographical standards applied are set forth below:
Geographic Criteria
Distance from larger court Presumption
> 45 kilometers (+) court stays open
< 20 kilometers (-) court closes
20-45 kilometers (o) consider other criteria
Of 78 first-instance courts in Bill, 53% fully satisfy this criterion (+), 12% fail it (-), and
35% fall into the grey area (o).
5.1.4 Secondary considerations
The adequacy and availability of court buildings is worthy of consideration, but only as
a secondary factor. Where the other factors do not dictate an obvious outcome, courts may
have their facility evaluated and considered. But over the long term, court buildings can be
disposed of, acquired, and renovated. The more important priority for purposes of court
restructuring is to configure them to serve the public in the most effective and efficient manner
possible.
The history and tradition of particular courts were also considered to be of only minor
significance. The Court Restructuring Project is forward-looking and is designed to meet the
future needs of Bill. A court that has outlived its usefulness should not be perpetuated simply
to honor its long history. That is a luxury the taxpayers of BiH cannot afford. Tradition was
considered only when all else was equal.
It is common knowledge that some of the courts opened after the war were opened for
purely political reasons. Some have relied on this observation to call for closure of all newly-
opened courts. The assertion proves to be a gross oversimplification, however. Although
some of these new courts cannot be justified, the objective criteria laid out above reveal which
ones they are. Others of the newly founded courts were, in fact, necessary because the inter-
entity boundary separated communities from the court that previously served them.8
5.2 Factors NOT considered
5.2.1 Efficiency (or inefficiency) of current operations
Some courts are efficiently run while others are very disorganized. The disparity is
largely attributable to the leadership and performance of the judges in those various courts.
Because the judges will be going through a reselection process, there is no expectation that the
same judges and the same court presidents will all be in place when the restructured courts
begin operations. Therefore, the fact that a court is currently well-organized is insufficient
cause to keep it open; and the fact that a court is presently in disarray is not a ground for
closing it.
5.2.2 Backlogs
Courts with large backlogs may need more judges to help clear the backlog, but it is not
appropriate to consider present backlogs in setting the number of judges for each court.
Otherwise, once the backlog is cleared, the court would be overstaffed. Moreover, there is
moral hazard in rewarding inefficient courts by giving them more judges. Backlog problems
are appropriately dealt with by "reserve judges" brought in for temporary periods to help clear
up the large volume of pending cases.
5.2.3 Political concerns
One of the common complaints giving rise to the Court Restructuring Project is that
there were too many courts created for political reasons. The aim of the project was to
configure a court system based on principles of efficiency and logic, without political
complications. While certain courts may face political difficulties, and while ethnic balance
and representation may ,ose real-world challenges, this project's conclusions did not give
weight to those concerns.
5.3 Court branches /regional departments
A few courts are too small to satisfy the caseload and population criteria, but serve a
community that is remotely located. Where the caseloads are very small, there is no need for a
full-time court presence. To the extent there is difficulty getting to court in another city, the
court can meet the needs of the community with regularly scheduled "court days." 10 But where
the community is remote, and the caseloads are more substantial, some full-time court presence
may be necessary to serve the public adequately.
8 Od~ak, for example, could no longer be served by the court in Modri~a which is now a part of the RS. It was
necessary to create at least one court in Posavina Canton to serve the public in that canton.
9 The exception here is Zep~e, already the subject of a High Representative Decision. Any new decision
affecting the 2ep~e court must be reconciled with the earlier one. See discussion of court consolidations in
Zenica-Doboj Canton at Annex C.
10 Each court can and should decide for itself whether, where, and how often to hold such court days.
5.3.1 Criteria
For these situations, the restructuring plan contemplates court branches or departments,
which are part of a larger court, but which function in the remote location. Prime candidates for
court departments or branches are locations where the distance is 45 kilometers or more from
the main court, and/or when accessibility by road is difficult.
Caseload and population are relevant here as well. Where those are high enough, a
separate court is justified. Where they are low, "court days" should be sufficient to meet the
community's needs.11 It is for those communities that fall in between that court branches are
most appropriate.
Consistent with this, a minimum threshold has been established for each of the three
objective criteria; courts that fail the criteria to remain as courts but which meet all three of
these standards are recommended to remain as court branches:
Criteria for a Court Branch or Department
Caseload > 2.0
Population > 20,000
Geography > 45 kilometers
In addition, a couple of courts are so remote that it is unreasonable to send judges and
staff there regularly for court days. These are also proposed as court departments,
notwithstanding their lower caseloads and populations:
Alternative Criteria for a Court Branch
Geography I > 100 kilometers I
Exceptions to these criteria are the two courts in Kladanj and Olovo. These courts
neighbor each other, but are in different cantons. Geography and logic suggest that they
should be merged to form a single court (which would meet criteria), but this is impossible
unless and until constitutional amendments are made to allow cross-cantonal jurisdiction for a
municipal court. Although these two courts fail to meet the criteria for court branches, they are
recommended nonetheless to continue as branches of the 2ivinice and Visoko courts
respectively until the constitutional issues can be addressed. If constitutional reform does not
go forward, they will both be candidates for closure under the objective criteria.
5.3.2 Structure
In terms of organization, it is envisaged that branches or departments are part of the
main court and report to the president of the main court. That also means that appointments of
judges should be made from the seat of the main court. Judges applying for positions with the
main court should understand that they may be assigned to the court branch for a time.
12
Rotating the judges through these smaller locations will help the court president exercise
And where caseload and population are very low, it is reasonable to expect the residents to travel to get to court.
12 This should be stated explicitly in the advertising and job postings for judicial vacancies in courts that have
departments.
control of remote branches and will help alleviate judicial independence concerns typical of
small insular communities.
The number of judges in the branches will vary and depend on other factors such as
population and caseload, but they should err on the side of having fewer judges. The main
court can always send additional judges on a part-time or "court day" basis to assist with
caseload or to complete a panel when the caseload requires it. Also, the branches should be
supported by the administrative structure of the main court (e.g. court president, accounting
office, etc.), and therefore should be able to function with only a skeleton staff.
Appellate court closure and consolidation
Although it is obvious that, by any measure, there are too many second instance courts
in BiH, a specific proposal to consolidate such courts is deferred for the present due to the legal
and logistical hurdles that must be cleared first.
6.1 Cantonal Courts
Except as recently amended for the creation of the High Judicial and Prosecutorial
Council, the Federation Constitution commits the oversight and funding of the first and second
instance courts to the cantons. This understanding is also reflected in many of the Cantonal
Constitutions.
Among the new amendments to the Federation Constitution is a provision, imposed by
the High Representative in May 2002, allowing cantons to agree voluntarily to share a cantonal
court. It became apparent in the course of the Court Restructuring Project that no two cantons
shared a desire to do so. Accordingly, without further constitutional amendments, it is
impossible to consolidate cantonal courts.
13
This issue will have to be addressed eventually. The fragmented, canton-based
administration of justice in the Federation results not only in too many and too-small cantonal
courts, but also in inconsistent procedures, inadequate oversight (by marginally-functional
Cantonal Ministries of Justice), and uneven funding of courts throughout the Federation. At
some point, the courts of the Federation should be consolidated under an entity-wide umbrella,
with oversight by the Federation MoJ and with entity-based funding.
Almost everyone consulted on the Court Restructuring Project, including many
Cantonal Ministers of Justice, favors such a change. It is an essential element to bringing
consistency, reasonable oversight, and sound administration to the courts of the Federation.
At that time and with that change, a reasonable proposal to consolidate cantonal courts
can be considered. Following restructuring, four of the cantons will have only one municipal
court, and their cantonal courts will be the most obvious candidates for merger.
13 Although the number of cantonal courts does not change, the restructuring plan would move the seat of the
cantonal court for Central Bosnia Canton from Travnik to Novi Travnik. This recommendation is explained in
Annex C, on court consolidations.
6.2 District Courts
As the number of cantonal courts is not affected by the restructuring plan at this stage,
it seems appropriate to defer any action to consolidate district courts of the RS as well. The RS
second-instance court configuration is not nearly so problematic as that in the Federation
anyway, although consideration could be given to consolidating the districts of Srpsko
Sarajevo and Trebinje. This possibility and any other proposals for consolidating second
instance courts should be considered and addressed at a later date.
6.3 Entity Supreme Courts
There is no proposal to close or consolidate the entity supreme courts. Restructuring
for these courts is limited to the number of judges and issues of subject matter jurisdiction (see
below).
Number of judges in each court
In setting the number of judges in each court, it is essential to speculate somewhat, as
no one yet knows the full impact of the forthcoming changes to the procedure laws. In these
circumstances it appears best to guess low. Later, when the full impact of procedure reform is
apparent, it may be necessary to make some adjustments to the number of judges in each court,
and it will be far easier to add judgeships to these courts than to remove them. For this reason,
the allocation of judgeships suggested in this report errs on the low side. 14
In each court, one judge serves as the court president. Consistent with the
recommendations of the Court Administration Project, however, every court president should
carry at least a partial caseload; he or she can do this by delegating administrative
responsibility to a competent court secretary or court administrator.1 5 Recognizing that the
administrative duties of a court president will require some time, however, and that larger
courts will demand more of a court president, this proposal includes an additional judgeship
allocation to each court as follows (before rounding):
Additional judg ips fo e admintive duties of court president
Court size (ajse aeodIdxAdditional judgeships
less than 8 judges 0.25
8 to 16 judges 0.5
more than 16 judges 0.75
7.1 First instance courts
The Caseload Index is the obvious starting point for determining the number of judges
for each court. It is a direct function of the historical caseload of each court, measured against
the estimated quota for each judge. On its face, it is the "number of judges" required to handle
the court's caseload. The estimated quotas used to calculate the Caseload Index, however, do
not account for all the miscellaneous work required of municipal and basic court judges in
addition to their "core" cases. Accordingly, the number is "rounded up" to the next higher
4This report speaks of the number of professional judges. Lay judges do not play a meaningful role in the courts
from the perspective of restructuring.
15 See Justice in Due Time, report of the IJC Court Administration Project, April 2002, p. 36
whole number to give each court a little extra. The proposed number of judges is summarized
in the tables of Annex A, and laid out in court-by-court detail in the Number of Judges Tables
at Annex D.
Even with the upward rounding, these recommendations constitute a significant - 25%
- reduction in first-instance court judgeships. This reduction is somewhat smaller than the
targets identified in the Preliminary Report, but it constitutes a reduction in the number of
judges currently serving without reference to the many judicial vacancies that presently exist.
7.2 Second instance courts
The same approach can be taken for the cantonal and district courts. The proposed
number of judges for each of them is set forth in the tables at Annex D. Because procedure
law reforms will substantially increase the burdens on second instance courts - by removing
their power to remand cases and requiring them to decide cases finally, even if it requires
conducting hearings - the reduction in judgeships in the second instance courts - 15% - is
more modest. In the RS, the numbers actually increase.
7.3 Entity Supreme Courts
The Court Restructuring Project has determined that the entity supreme courts would
need to remain as presently constituted, but may be able to function effectively with fewer
judges. The Supreme Courts will lose second-instance civil jurisdiction,16  and could have
their subject matter jurisdiction over administrative cases shifted to lower courts (see below).
It appears that 4 of 16 judges on the RS Supreme Court and 5 of 16 judges now sitting on the
Federation Supreme Court are occupied with administrative cases now. Moreover, the
Federation Supreme Court's internal regulations contemplate 10 of 30 judges handling
administrative cases.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council
refrain from appointing, at this time, the full complement of 20 judges to the RS Supreme
Court and of 30 judges to the Federation Supreme Court. Until issues over the jurisdiction of
administrative cases is settled, only 75% (15) of the RS Supreme Court judgeships, and 70%
(21) of the Federation Supreme Court judgeships should be filled.
Subject matter jurisdiction
8.1 Criminal jurisdiction
In the Federation, the municipal courts have jurisdiction over criminal cases only for
crimes carrying a penalty of up to 10 years. More serious crimes are tried in the cantonal
courts. In the RS, the threshold is 20 years. This discrepancy should be addressed, and the
jurisdiction normalized between the entities. However, because prosecution restructuring and
the drafting of new criminal codes and procedures are still in process, there are unresolved
questions about how and where these cases should be appropriately handled. Accordingly, this
issue is reserved for future consideration.
16 Shifting first-instance civil jurisdiction from the district and cantonal courts to the basic and municipal courts,
discussed infra, will relieve the Supreme Courts of second-instance jurisdiction in these cases
8.2 Civil jurisdiction
At present, a smattering of civil cases - such as copyright cases and cases pertaining to
protection of patents and trademarks - get first instance attention in the district and cantonal
courts. In two cantons of the Federation, commercial disputes valued at more than 30,000 KM
are tried in the cantonal courts while commercial disputes arising from unfair competition and
monopoly are also tried primarily in cantonal courts. There appears to be no reason why all
civil cases including all types of commercial cases, however, cannot be competently and
efficiently handled by lower level courts. This is particularly true after the judicial reselection
process empanels a stronger bench (better judges) in each court, and after judicial training
centers are functioning to give the judges the substantive knowledge they need.
Accordingly, first instance jurisdiction in all civil cases, including commercial, should
be shifted to the basic/municipal courts. The new draft laws on civil procedure in each entity
should be tailored to reflect this approach.
8.3 Administrative disputes
At present, the entities' respective Supreme Courts carry a large share of the caseload
of administrative disputes. These may be styled as "appeals" from the decisions of
administrative bodies, but the case filings constitute the first instance of review by a court. For
example, in 2001 alone, the FBiH Supreme Court received 4,813 administrative cases,
contributing to the present backlog of more than 9,000 such cases. The RS Supreme Court
suffers similar difficulties, and now carries a backlog of more than 3,500 administrative cases.
There is no doubt that most of these cases could be easily and successfully tried in lower level
courts, effectively disburdening the supreme courts of a substantial caseload that dominates
their dockets. Both Supreme Court Presidents have expressed great interest in making such a
change.
In the Federation, the Ministry of Justice has already appointed a working group to
formulate a proposal along these lines, shifting jurisdiction for administrative disputes to lower
courts. The IJC supports this initiative and at the request of the Ministry has designated a
member of its staff to assist and support this Federation working group. The IJC, recognizing
the complexity of the issue (with numerous laws implicated), and respecting the expertise of
the Federation working group, defers to that effort. It urges a cooperative, or at least a parallel
effort, from the RS to address this common problem.
8.4 Other categories of cases
Cantonal courts are also currently handling cases that do not fall under any category
specified above, such as bankruptcy and liquidation proceedings, registration of legal entities
and related disputes that are, in fact, already handled by basic courts in the RS. Cantonal and
district courts are also handling proceedings related to recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments. It is believed that all of these types of cases can be easily tried at municipal/basic
court level.
First instance jurisdiction for these and other non-criminal cases should be shifted from
cantonal/district courts to municipalfbasic courts.
Specialized court divisions
Although there is some interest in the creation of specialized courts, practical realities
in BiH dictate against their formation. Local governments have often found it difficult to
provide adequate premises and equipment for the existing courts. If specialized courts were
authorized by statute, it is doubtful that they would ever be created, and if they were, that they
could be supported. A more realistic alternative is the creation of specialized divisions.
Large courts, of course, already have the power to have judges specialize, and most
take advantage of it, if only through the case-assignment system adopted by the court president
each year. Smaller courts, however, are generally unable to specialize at all, although most
courts manage to divide their civil and criminal dockets.
Centralizing the specialty divisions, giving them multi-court jurisdiction, would allow
the accumulation of greater expertise, with corresponding improvements in efficiency.
However, it would also require the parties to travel farther to get to the court with the
specialized division. The closure of courts will already burden many of the courts' clients
significantly in terms of travel time and expense; the IJC is reluctant to exacerbate these costs
with a large-scale proposal for specialized divisions.
9.1 Commercial division
It does make sense to pursue such specialization for commercial cases, however. The
parties to commercial disputes, currently defined as disputes between two legal entities, are
less likely to suffer undue hardship in having their cases tried in larger cities. Many enterprises
have offices or representatives, if not their headquarters, in the larger cities already, and the
commerce that they engage in may bring them to the city.
The general interest in fostering economic development in BiH also supports the
concept of specialized commercial divisions. The business community should be able to
develop confidence in the court system if their cases go before judges experienced and
knowledgeable in the field of commercial disputes.
Accordingly, all commercial cases arising within a canton or district should be handled
in a single, special division of a centrally-located court. This would allow smaller courts to
enjoy some of the benefits of specialization, with these potentially complicated cases going to
specialists elsewhere. This is consistent with the way enterprise registry is handled in the RS,
i.e. in one basic court in each district. The enterprise registry, commercial civil cases ("Ps"
cases), bankruptcy, and liquidation cases should all be handled by a special commercial
division of a single first-instance in each canton or district.
The commercial division will typically be in the first-instance court co-located with the
cantonal/district court. Exceptions include the following:
Sokolac - Although Sprsko Sarajevo is the district seat, there will be no basic court there, only
a branch. The commercial division for the Srpsko Sarajevo district should be created at
Sokolac, the largest and most significant municipality in the district.
Oraje - In Posavina Canton, the cantonal court is in Od~ak, but the municipal courts are being
merged into one court in Ora~je, the cantonal capital. Consequently, the commercial division
will be in the Oragje court.
Travnik- In Central Bosnia Canton, the commercial division should be in the Travnik
Municipal Court, even though the cantonal court is being relocated to Novi Travnik.
Ljubu~ki - In West Herzegovina Canton, the municipal court in Ljubugki should house the
commercial division, as no municipal court will exist in Siroki Brijeg.
To ensure maximum flexibility and efficiency, judges should be appointed to the
municipal court in general, and then designated to sit in the commercial division by the court
president. The expectation is that the commercial division can be made larger or smaller as
case filings fluctuate, and any judge in the commercial division who is not fully occupied can
be put to work on other cases in the court. Nonetheless, the High Judicial and Prosecutorial
Councils should consider applicants' expertise in commercial matters when appointing judges
to courts that have special commercial divisions.
9.2 Other specialized divisions
In the future, it may be appropriate to consider developing other specialized divisions,
depending on whether these commercial divisions are a success. When the reform of the law
on administrative disputes is complete, for example, such cases may be ideally suited to a
centralized and specialized "administrative division" in the first-instance courts.
Restructuring implementation
The mechanics of closing and merging courts will need to be addressed in the near
future. Substantial issues remain, such as how the newly restructured courts should be staffed,
and how the recruitment and selection of such staff will take place. There is particular concern
about how incumbent court staff will be treated.
There is significant potential for long-term cost savings in the restructuring plan -
particularly in those areas with large reductions in judgeships - even though those savings will
have to be reinvested in modernizing the judiciary for the next few years. The judges appointed
to these courts will have to be much more productive than judges have ever been, working
harder than ever before. They need to be supported in these new efforts with resources -
facilities, equipment, and training - sufficient to meet the new, high expectations. These
resources are long overdue; the restructuring finally affords a means of providing them.
ANNEX A - SUMMARY OF CHANGES: COURTS AND JUDGES
Republika Srpska
No. of District Judges No. of Basic Courts No. of Basic Judges
District Population c p percent cur proposed percent proposed percent
currentpropose changecurrentcourts / cag*cretcagchange branches change
Banja Luka 650538 21 28 +33% 9 7 -22% 107 70 -35%
Bijeljina 242576 7 12 +71% 4 3 -25% 33 29 -12%
Doboj 269354 10 9 -10% 4 4 0 35 26 -26%
Srpsko 156282 10 8 -20% 5 3 / 1 -20% 27 18 -33%Saraj evo
Trebinje 114477 8 5 -38% 3 2/1 0 18 11 -39%
Total 1433227 56 62 +11% 25 19/2 -16% 220 154 -30%
Federation
No. of Cantonal Judges No. of Municipal Courts No. of unicipal Judges
Cno Pouainpercent proposed percent percent
Canton Population current proposed change current courtse/ c current proposed change
_____ _branches change
Una Sana 301072 15 12 -20% 7 5 -29% 45 45 0%
Posavina 43695 5 4 -20% 2 1 -50% 11 6 -45%
Tuzla 506296 35 20 -43% 9 5 / 1 -33% 94 59 -37%
Zenica-Dobo 395404 22 16 -27% 10 6/1 -30% 76 52 -32%
Bosanski- 35235 4 4 0 1 1 0 5 6 +20%
Podrinje
Central Bosnia 239120 12 10 -17% 7 3/1 -43% 47 31 -34%
Herzegovina- 217106 18 17 -6% 10 3 -70% 60 31 -48%
Neretva
WestWest 89012 5 4 -20% 2 1 -50% 12 9 -25%Herzegovina
Sarajevo 400219 37 29 -22% 2 1 -50% 75 92 +23%
Canton 10 83949 5 4 -20% 3 1/1 -33% 9 7 -22%
(Livno) IIIII_
Total 2311108 158 120 -24% 53 27/4 -42% 434 338 -22%
Total for BiH
No. of No. of Second Instance No. of First Instance No. of First Instance
Second Judges Courts Judges
Entity Instance percentproposed percent percent
Courts current proposed change current courts I change* current proposed change
______________ _____  
________________branches_____________
Republika 5 56 62 +11% 25 19/2 -16% 220 154 -30%
Srpska
Federation 10 158 120 -24% 53 27/4 -42% 434 338 -22%
Total 15 214 182 -15% 78 46/6 -33% 654 492 -25%
*Court regional branches are included (counted as courts remaining open) for purposes of calculating this percentage.
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ANNEX C - COURT CONSOLIDATIONS
District of Banja Luka
Population in district: 650,538
Current number of courts: 9
Proposed number of courts: 7
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Criter
Basic Court no. of load in area that Geographical Recommendation
judges Index* court covers Distances C P G
36km Kotor Varo§ Court remains but
Banja Luka 48 31.6 290685 49km Gradika + . . loses Celinac &55km Prijedor Skender Vakuf IKne~evo
Bosanska 33km Srbac
Gradika / 9 5.9 60446 44km Kozarska Dubica + + + Court remains
Gradi~ka 49km Banja Luka
19km Kneievo Court remains gaining
Kotor Varo, 4 1.4 19741 21km Celinac - o (elinac & Skender
136km Banja Luka Vakuf / Kneevo
Bosanska/ 33km Prijedor
Kozarska 5 2.3 34319 44km Gradika o Merged with Prijedor
Dubica 49km Novi Grad
Mrkonji Grad 6 6.6 32054 63km Banja Luka + - + Court remains
Bosanski Novi / 32km PrijedorN7iGa 4.7 40281 PriojCurtdemir
Novi Grad 49km Kozarska Dubica
32km Novi Grad
Prijedor 15 6.3 100188 33km Kozarska Dubica + + + Court remains
55km Banja Luka
30km Derventa
Prnjavor 8 3.2 49040 55km Banja Luka o o o Court remains
33km Graditka Merged withSrbac 5 2.3 24384 64km Prnjavor o Bosanska Gradi~ka/
4kin_ Prnj r I Gradika
:Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
*How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
The problem courts from a restructuring standpoint in Banja Luka District are in Kotor
Varog (- - o), Bosanska/Kozarska Dubica (- - o), and Srbac (- - o). None of these courts meet the
criteria for continuation. Adding the municipalities of Celinac and Skender Vakuf/ Kneevo to
Kotor Varog's jurisdiction, however, should increase both population and case-filings for that
court sufficiently to bring it up to minimally acceptable levels (o o o). Banja Luka Basic Court
should welcome the relief of that caseload. Bosanska/Kozarska Dubica is best merged with the
Prijedor court, 33km to the south. Srbac gravitates most logically toward Bosanska Gradigka /
Gradi~ka; residents of Srbac already travel to Bosanska Gradi~ka / Gradi~ka for hospital services.
District of Bijeljina
Population in district: 242,576
Current number of courts: 4
Proposed number of courts: 3
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Basic Court no. of load in area that apcl CrIRecommendation
judges Index* court covers st sP
Bijeljina 18 15.3 124288 50km Lopare + + + Court remains
57km Zvomik
Lopare 3 2.4 18632 50km Bijeljina - - + Merged with Bijeljina
54kmn Zvornik
Srebrenica 4 4.1 44175 68km oVlsnic 0 0 + Court remains168 in Vlasenica
46km Vlasenica
Zvornik 8 4.0 55481 54km Srebrenica o + + Court remains
57km Bijeljina III
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
The only problem in the Bijeljina District is the Lopare court (- - +). Although remote
from Bijeljina, Lopare has neither the caseload nor the population sufficient to justify a court.
Travel to Bijeljina is not difficult, however, and there is regular bus service. If travel proves to
be a problem for Lopare residents, the Bijeljina Basic Court may consider holding "court days"
in Lopare.
District of Doboj
Population in district: 266,714
Current number of courts: 4
Proposed number of courts: 4
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Basic Court no. of load in area that Geogapcal Crtra* Recommendation
judges Index* court covers
30km Prnjavor
Derventa 6 6.5 62183 41km Doboj + + o Court remains
54km Modrida
28km Teslid
Doboj 16 7.5 139037 41km Derventa + + + Court remains
50km Modrida
Modri~a 9 5.5 65494 50km Doboj + + Court remains
54km Derventa
Teslik 4 3.4 48157 28km Doboj o o o Court remains
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
All of the courts in Doboj District meet minimum criteria. Thus no changes are needed
District of Srpsko Sarajevo
Population in district: 165,282
Current number of courts: 5
Proposed number of courts: 3
Proposed number of branches: 1
Current Case- Population Geographical Critera
Basic Court no. of load in area that Recommendation
judges Index* court covers
35km Sokolac
Rogatica 3 1.7 17643 40km Viegrad o Merged with Viegrad
35km Rogatica
Sokolac 6 4.4 46991 51km Srpsko Sarajevo o o + Court remains
151km Vlasenica
Srpsko Sarajevo 5 2.8 28119 51km Sokolac - + Made a branch of
a I m -Sokolac
Vi~egrad 5 2.2 28691 40km Rogatica I - + Court remains
75km Sokolac I
Vlasenica 8 4.2 34838 51km Sokolac o + Court remains
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
The District of Srpsko Sarajevo does not contain large cities in which to concentrate
courts, posing problems for a reasonable restructuring plan. None of these courts carries a
substantial caseload. The mountainous terrain and the distances between cities make
consolidation difficult, however. On balance it makes the most sense to close the court in
Rogatica, merging it with Vi~egrad. This brings Vi~egrad into minimally acceptable range on all
three criteria (o o +). Although it is the seat of the district court, Srpsko Sarajevo is too small in
terms of population and caseload to continue as a separate court. It should be merged with the
Sokolac court; however, given its considerable distance from Sokolac, court facilities with
minimal staff should remain open in Srpsko Sarajevo as a two-judge branch of the Sokolac court.
Vlasenica (o - +) just barely misses the minimum criteria for population, but should be kept
anyway, as it is too remote to have reasonable consolidation options.
District of Trebinje
Population in district: 114,477
Current number of courts: 3
Proposed number of courts: 2
Proposed number of branches: 1
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Basic Court no. of load in area that Geogapcal Recommendation
judges Index* court covers Distances C P G
Nevesinje 5 1.8 29573 112km Foa/Srbinje - - + Made a branch of
119km Trebinje Trebinje
98km Srpsko Sarajevo
Foda/Srbinje 5 3.2 35045 112km Nevesinje o o + Court remains
I . 143km Trebinje
Trebinje 8 4.2 49859 119km Nevesinje o o + Court remains143km Foea/Srbinje o o + _Courtremains
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
Geographic distance is a serious problem for the Trebinje District. Nonetheless, the
caseload in Nevesinje (- - +) is too small to warrant a separate court there. Accordingly,
Nevesinje should be merged with the Trebinje court, but remain open as a one-judge branch to
meet the needs of the public in that area. Although Nevesinje is actually slightly closer to
Fo~a/Srbinje, the roads to Trebinje are far superior, particularly in the winter.
Una Sana Canton (Bihat)
Population in canton: 305,049
Current number of courts: 7
Proposed number of courts: 5
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Distancesal Recommendation
judges Index* court covers
Biha6 15 16.6 68385 25km Court remains35km Bosanska Krupa . . C
25km Cazin
Bosanska Krupa 5 3.9 29211 35km Biha6 o - o Court remains
34km Bu~im
Merged with
Bu.im 3 2.1 17781 34km Bosanska Krupa - - o Bosanska Krupa
25km Biha6
Cazin 7 6.3 60122 25km Bosanska Krupa + + o Court remains
40km Velika Kladua
35km Sanski Most Merged with SanskiKlju( 4 1.7 15972 95moh~ -- Ms95km Biha6 omost
Sanski Most 6 3.9 64416 35km Klju0125km Biha6 o + + Court remains
Velika Kladu~a 5 4.4 49162 40km Cazin o o o Court remains
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
The Bulim (- - o) and Klju6 (- - o) courts are the obvious candidates for closure in this
Canton. Some suggestion was made that the municipality of Bosanski Petrovac could be carved
off from the Biha6 Municipal Court's jurisdiction and given to Klju6 to help bolster its anemic
case filings. But the addition of Bosanski Petrovac (pop. 8272) would still fail to bring the Klju
court into a case-filing and population range sufficient to meet the articulated criteria.
Accordingly, Klju6 should be merged with the court in Sanski Most, which may wish to initiate
occasional "court days" in Klju6.
Bosanska Krupa (o - o) is also marginal under the criteria, but benefits from the closure
of Buim. Merging Bu~im back with Bosanska Krupa - which historically had jurisdiction for
Bu~im - brings the merged court within the acceptable range (+ o o).
Posavina Canton (Oragje)
Population in canton: 43,666
Current number of courts: 2
Proposed number of courts: 1
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geraphical Criteria*
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Distances Recommendation
judges Index* court covers
Odak 5 2.2 16055 52km Od;ak + Merged with theOraje court
Oraje 6 2.8 27611 52km Oraje + Court remains
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
Neither court has the caseload or the population to justify itself. Accordingly, the two
courts should be merged into one court based in Oragje, the cantonal capital and the site of the
greater population and case-filing activity. The Oragje court may wish to schedule court days in
Od~ak, to meet local needs there. The cantonal court will remain in Od~ak.
Tuzla Canton
Population in canton: 506,296
Current number of courts: 9
Proposed number of courts: 5
Proposed number of branches: 1
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Disanc C P G Recommendation
judges Index* court covers C._ _
Banovici 7 4.2 28636 13km Zivinice o Merged with Zivinice
25km Srebrenik35km Lukavac
Gra~anica 10 4.4 63308 48km Gradac 0 + + Court remains da~ac
150km Tuzla
26kmn Srebrenik
Grada6ac 9 2.7 47029 - + Court remains48km Gra~anica
25km Tuzla
Kalesija 6 3.9 55707 5 + Court remains
Kladanj ~~~30km Ziviniceo+o Currean
34km Zivinice Made a branch of49km Tuzla Zivinice court
Lukavac 9 5.1 51521 15km Tuzla o o - Merged with Tuzla
25km Gra6anica Merged withSrebrenik 7 3.5 41661 26moaaa 0 0ordaa126km Gradadac Grada~ac
15km Lukavac
Tuzla 33 19.5 150816 15km Zivinice + + + Court remains
25km Kalesija
13km Banovidi
'ivinice 8 5.5 51946 15km Tuzla + o Court remains
30km Kalesija
34km Kladanj
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
Clearly the Banoviri (o - -) and Zivinice (+ o -) courts are too close together to warrant
their continued existence as separate courts. Although Banovi~i has the better building at
present, Zivinice has the higher population and higher caseload, and is better located on the main
highway. The municipality of 2 ivinice has pledged its help in securing a suitable building for
the court there. If there are delays in securing an adequate space in Zivinice for the combined
court, it can operate out of the Banovii building, but the combined court should be relocated to
7ivinice as soon as adequate space is available.
The Kladanj court (- - o) is too small, both in caseload and population, to continue and
should be merged with another court. The ideal candidate would be the Olovo court, also too
small. But because Olovo is in the Zenica-Doboj Canton, that merger must await constitutional
reform in the Federation that would allow cross-cantonal jurisdiction. In the meantime, Kladanj
should be merged with the Zivinice court, 34 km away over a winding mountain pass. Three
judges should be allowed to reside in the new court building in Kladanj, however, as a branch of
the 7ivinice court. That will keep the building in court hands for an eventual merger with Olovo.
Although Lukavac (o o -) has adequate caseload and population, it is too close to Tuzla to
warrant continued existence as a separate court. No one in Lukavac municipality will be
seriously inconvenienced by having to travel to Tuzla to court.
Grada~ac (- o +) and Srebrenik (o o o) are both marginal courts in terms of caseload and
population, and they should clearly be merged. Where to merge them is a more difficult
question. Grada~ac has a slightly larger population and a long history. Srebrenik is a little more
centrally located and has the larger caseload. Although Grada~ac had the better building, the
Srebrenik municipality has promised to build space to accommodate the newly merged court.
Although the combined court could go either place, the balance favors Grada~ac.
The courts of Gra~anica (o + +) and Kalesija (o + o) meet the criteria adequately and can
continue as separate courts, provided that Kalesija gets a new building. Space has been
identified there, but it is not clear if and when it will be made available to the court, which is
severely cramped in its current quarters.
Zenica-Doboj Canton
Population in canton: 395,407
Current number of courts: 10
Proposed number of courts: 6
Proposed number of branches: 1
Current Case- Population ographil Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Dtapnces Recommendation
judges Index* court covers DistancesCPG
12kmn Visoko
Breza 5 2.7 13775 24kn Vare, - - - Merged with Visoko
22km Visoko
Kakanj 8 4.6 43800 29km Zenica o o 0 Court remains
25km Zavidoviei Merged with
Maglaj 5 2.6 23611 34km Tanj ____0_Mergedwith34kn Teanj Zavidovidi
58km Visoko Made branch of72km Vare§ I I Visoko court
Teanj 8 3.8 58690 34km Maglaj44km Zavidovi6i 0 + + Court remains
Vare§ 4 3.3 10118 36km Visoko o - o Merged with Visoko
12km Breza
22km Kakanj
Visoko 8 4.7 40044 36km Vare, o o o Court remains
51km Zenica
158km Olovo II
12km 2ep~e
Zavidovii 8 4.1 37942 25km Maglaj o o + Court remains
i53km Zenica
Zenica 22 16.5 127972 29km Kakanj + + + Court remains
ep~e 4 2.2 26521 12km Zavidovi-i Court remains for time
I_ I_ I Ibeing
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
The courts in Breza (--- -) and 2ep~e (- - ) are the two obvious candidates for closure as
they fail all three criteria. Breza should be merged with the nearby court of Visoko.
Zep~e municipality, however, is the subject of a carefully negotiated agreement
acknowledged and implemented by the High Representative in a decision of October 6, 2000.
Accordingly, notwithstanding its failure to meet the criteria, the court in Zep~e will be retained
pending a full review of the High Representative's October 6 decision and surrounding
circumstances.
Although Maglaj (- - o) has a fine building, it fails most of the criteria, and should also
merge with Zavidoviri.
Olovo due to its poor caseload and population does not pass the test. However, due to its
remote location, and as it cannot be merged with the Kladanj court until constitutional changes
occur (see discussion of Kladanj above), it should, for the time being, be a made a one-judge
branch of the Visoko court. The court in Vareg (o - o) serves an extremely small population and
is much closer to Visoko. As "court days" should be sufficient to meet the needs of that
community, the court can be merged with Visoko.
Kakanj (o o o), Visoko (o o o), and Zavidoviri (o o +) meet minimum standards. Kakanj
is enjoying a vibrant economic development, and the other two courts will grow substantially
with their absorption of neighboring courts.
Bosanski-Podrinje Canton (Goraide)
Population in canton: 35,235
Current number of courts: 1
Proposed number of courts: 1
Proposed number of branches: 0
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
The court in Gora~de (o o +) meets the criteria, and even if it did not, it must remain as
the sole municipal court in the canton.
Central Bosnia Canton (Travnik)
Population in canton: 239,122
Current number of courts: 7
Proposed number of courts: 3
Proposed number of branches: 1
Current Case- Population Geograhical Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Recommendation
judges Index* court covers Distances c P 0
Bugojno 12 8.2 70162 48km JaJce . . . Court remains
_____ ~~~45km Travnik+++ Correan
Fojnica 3 1.2 11074 21km KiseljakI 72km Travnik o _MeredwthKielja
Made branch of
Jajce 5 2.2 22731 48km Bugojno + M b nc oBugojno court
21km Fojnica
Kiseljak 4 2.1 27145 51km Travnik + Court remains
60km Novi Travnik I
Novi Travnik 5 4.3 24944 14km Travnik o - Merged with Travnik
14km Novi Travnik
Travnik 11 4.6 51028 19km Vitez 0 0 + Court remains
51km Kiseljak
72km Fojnica
Vitez 7 5.6 32038 19km Travnik + Merged with Travnik
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
As both Novi Travnik (o - -) and Vitez (+ - -) do poorly respectively in terms of
population and geography, they should be merged with the nearby court in Travnik (o o +). In
order to accommodate the larger municipal court in Travnik, the cantonal court can be relocated
to the space vacated by the municipal court of Novi Travnik.
Fojnica (- - o) and Kiseljak (- - +) are both small and are obvious candidates for merger.
Together they meet minimum requirements (o o +), so the combined court can remain in
Kiseljak.
Jajce (-- +) does not have the sufficient caseload and population to justify its existence as
a separate court. It is remotely located, however, and easily meets the criteria for continuation as
a branch of the Bugojno (++ +) court.
Herzegovina-Neretva Canton (Mostar)
Population in canton: 217,106
Current number of courts: 10
Proposed number of courts: 3
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Recommendation
judges Index* court covers istanes C .G25kmn (itluk
Capljina 5 4.8 19376 25km neu 0 o Court remains45kin Neumo o orrean
34km Mostar
Citluk 4 1.5 16298 20km Mostar - - o Merged with MC
___________ ________________Mostar
Jablanica 3 1.3 13021 23km Konjic - o Merged with Konjic
23km Jablanica
Konjic 6 4.1 29817 60km Mostar o - + Court remains
I 54km Prozor-Rama
Central Zone 5 0 Total 20km Citluk n/a - M
Mostar I 13 7.4 40km Stolac + + + e r104997 - Mostar
Mostar II 14 5.5 48km Jablanica + -
Neum 3 0.4 6680 45km (apljina - + Merged with Capljina31kmn Jablanica
Prozor-Rama 3 1.3 17056 54km KonJic + Merged with Konjic
Stolac 4 0.9 9861 25km Capljina o Merged with CapljinaI 40km Mostar o _Megedith(_apin
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
"How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
Neum (- - o) and Stolac (- - o), both seriously deficient under the criteria, should be
merged into (aplijna (o - o) which is currently marginal but which should gain a satisfactory
level of population and caseload from the two mergers (+ o o).
itluk (- - o) too fails the criteria and is only 20 km from Mostar. Mostar (+ + +) itself
has been divided into three different courts, although there are efforts already underway toward
unification. Citluk should be added to the mix to create a single large court in Mostar.
Jablanica (- - o) and Prozor-Rama (- -+) are both too small to justify their existence and
should be merged with the Konjic court. As Prozor-Rama is more isolated, it is strongly
recommended that "court days" be held there.
West Herzegovina Canton (Siroki Brijeg)
Population in canton: 81,299 Proposed number of courts: 1
Current number of courts: 2 Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Distances Recommendation
judges Index* court covers C P G
Ljubuki 4 2.7 22209 34km Siroki Brijeg 0.. o Court remains
Siroki Brijeg 8 4.4 59090 34km Ljubuki o + + Merged with Ljubuki
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on pp. 7-9.
Although Siroki Brijeg (o + +) appears to meet the criteria far better than Ljubugki (- -o),
these figures are misleading. In fact, the canton consists of four municipalities and Siroki
Brijeg's jurisdiction has been drawn to include three of the four, even though the Grude
municipality gravitates more naturally toward Ljubugki. While mechanical application of the
criteria would dictate that the court be kept in Siroki Brijeg, there is more to the picture than the
numbers. Of the four municipalities, Ljubugki is considered as the main urban center in the area
and attracts most of the economic activity, including twelve attorney's offices. The caseload also
seems to indicate that litigation cases per capita are significantly higher in Ljubugki than in
Siroki Brijeg. Accordingly, notwithstanding the stated criteria, it actually makes more sense to
keep the municipal court in Ljubugki.
Given the new premises soon to be made available in Siroki Brijeg, it is proposed that the
cantonal court be located there.
Sarajevo Canton
Population in canton: 400,219
Current number of courts: 2
Proposed number of courts: 1
Proposed number of branches: 0
Current Case- Population Geographical Critea*
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Distancs Recommendation
judges Index* court covers Distances C P G
Sarajevo 1 34 34.2 141377 n/a + + + Merge into one MC
Sarajevo II 41 55.6 258842 n/a + + Sarajevo
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on
pp. 7-9.
The two Sarajevo municipal courts are located in the same building, and the
population for both courts comes almost entirely from urban and suburban Sarajevo
itself. As stated in the Preliminary Report, retaining two courts provides no benefits in
terms of efficiency, administration or cost savings, and there is evidence that
jurisdictional questions between the two courts consume staff and even judge time.
Accordingly, the two courts should be merged.
Canton 10 (Livno)
Population in canton: 83,949
Current number of courts: 3
Proposed number of courts: 1
Proposed number of branches: 1
Current Case- Population Geographical Criteria**
Municipal Court no. of load in area that Recommendation
judges Index* court covers Distances C P G
Drvar 2 0.8 15665 110km Livno - + Made a branch ofLivno court
Livno 4 3.5 37559 40km Tomislavgrad o o + Court remains110km Drvar
Tomislavgrad 3 2.3 30725 40km Livno - - o Merged with Livno
*Explained on pp. 4-6 of the report and calculated on the spreadsheets at Annex E.
**How the court satisfies the three objective criteria: Caseload (C), Population (P), and Geography (G), as explained on
pp. 7-9.
Given the relatively low population and the small caseload in this canton there is
clearly no need for three municipal courts. Tomislavgrad (- - o) and Drvar (- - +) fail
most of our criteria and should be merged with Livno. However due to the truly remote
location of Drvar, it is proposed to keep it open as a one-judge branch of the Livno court.
ANNEX D - NUMBER OF JUDGES AFTER MERGERS
District of Banja Luka
Current number of basic courts: 9
Proposed number of basic courts: 7
Current number of basic court judges: 107
Proposed number of basic court judges: 70
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted p Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index I
District Court 21 27.2 28 650538
Banja Luka BC - 36kn Kotor Varo,
minus (elinac & Skender 48 31.6 33 261368 49km Gradika + + +
Vakuf / Knetevo 55km Prijedor
Bosanska Gradiska 84830 33kn Srbac
Gradika - 5 7.6 8 (4bnd 44kn Kozarska Dubica + + o
with Srbac 49kn Banja Luka
Kotor Varo, - 48058 19km Kneevo
with Celinac & Skender 4 3.3 4 48058 21km elinac o o o
Vakuf / KneWevo (ombined) 36kn Banja Luka
Mrkonjid Grad 6 6.2 7 32054 63km Banja Luka + - +
Bosanski Novi / Novi 7 4 40281 32km Prijedor 0 0
Grad 49km Kozarska Dubica
Prijedor - with 15 134507 32kn Novi Grad
Bosanska / Kozarska 8.1 9 33km Kozarska Dubica + + +
Dubica 5(ombined) 55km Banja Luka
30km Derventa
Prnjavor 8 3.0 4 49040 55km Banja Luka 000
Note: The populations of Celinac (17252) and Skender Vakuf / Kne;evo (12065) have been added to the Kotor Varog and
subtracted from Banja Luka, reflecting the transfer of jurisdiction over those two municipalities. While separate case-filing statistics
are not readily available for Celinac and Skender Vakuf / Kne.evo, their addition to Kotor Varo§ increases the population served by
that court by 149%. Accordingly, caseload for that court has been projected at 149% higher than before, and the Banja Luka
caseload has been decreased by a corresponding amount.
District of Bijeljina
Current number of basic courts: 4
Proposed number of basic courts: 3
Current number of basic court judges: 33
Proposed number of basic court judges: 29
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distancescurrent caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
District Court 7 10.9 12 242576
Bijeljina BC - with 18 17.9 19 142920 50km Lopare . . .
Lopare 3 (combined) 57km Zvornik
Srebrenica 4 4.0 5 44175 54km Zvornik o o +
54kmn Srebrenica
Zvornik 8 3.9 5 55481 57km SBjelina o + +I 157k  Bijeljina
District of Doboj
Current number of basic courts: 4
Proposed number of basic courts: 4
Current number of basic court judges: 35
Proposed number of basic court judges: 26
Number of Jud ges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers CP G
index
District Court 10 8.4 9 266704
30km Prnjavor
Derventa 6 6.1 7 62183 41km Doboj + + o
54km Modrida
28km Teslik
Doboj BC 16 8.4 9 90880 41km Derventa + + +
50km Modri a
Modri6a 9 5.3 6 65494 50km Doboj + + +154km Derventa
Tesli1 4 3. 1 4 48157 28km Doboj o o o
District of Srpsko Sarajevo
Current number of basic courts: 5 Current number of basic court judges: 27
Proposed no. of basic courts/branches: 3/1 Proposed number of basic court judges: 18
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
District Court 10 6.8 8 165272
Sokolac - with 6 5.2 75100 35km Rogatica9 (51km Srpsko Sarajevo + + +Srpsko Sarajevo Branch 5 2.5 (combined) 51km Vlasenica
Viegrad - with 5 46334
Rogatica 3 (combined) 4 +
Vlasenica 8 3.9 5 34838 51km Sokolac o +
District of Trebinje
Current number of basic courts: 3 Current number of basic court judges: 18
Proposed no. of basic courts/branches: 2/1 Proposed number of basic court judges: 11
Number of Jud ges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distancescurrent caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
District Court 8 4.4 5 114477
98km Srpkso Sarajevo
Fo6a/Srbinje 5 3.0 4 35045 112km Nevesinje 0 0 +
I 1 143km Trebinje
Trebinje BC - with 8 4.6 79432 119km Nevesinje . . .
Nevesinje Branch 5 1.6 (combined) 143km Foa/Srbinje
Una Sana Canton (Bihak)
Current number of municipal courts: 7
Proposed number of municipal courts: 5
Current number of municipal judges: 45
Proposed number of municipal judges: 45
Number of Judqes Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers C P Gindex
Cantonal Court 15 11.5 12 305049
Bihad MC 15 18.4 20 68385 25km Cazin35km Bosanska Krupa + + +
25km Cazin
Bosanska Krupa - with 5 47002 35km Bio
Bu im 3 (combined) 34km Buim
25km Bihad
Cazin 7 6.0 7 60122 25km Bosanska Krupa + + o
40km Velika Kladua I I
Sanski Most - with 6 80388 35km Klju6 . . .
KIju6 4 (combined) 125km Biha6
Velika Kladua 5 4.3 5 49162 40km Cazin 0 0 0
Posavina Canton (Oragje)
Current number of municipal courts: 2 Current number of municipal judges: 11
Proposed number of municipal courts: 1 Proposed number of municipal judges: 6
Number of Jud ges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
Cantonal Court 5 1.7 4* 43666
Ora~je MC - with 6 43666 52km Odak
Odak 5 (combined) IIII
*Regardless of caseload burdens, a minimum of 4 judges is required for a cantonal court so it can seat panels of three, even when
one judge is sick, traveling, or otherwise unavailable.
TuzIa Canton
Current number of municipal courts: 9
Proposed no. of municipal courts/branches: 5/1
Current number of municipal judges: 94
Proposed number of municipal judges: 59
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distancescurrent caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
Cantonal Court 35 18.7 20 506286
25km Srebrenik35km Lukavac
Gradanica 10 4.0 5 63308 48km Gradac 0 + +48k  radadac
51km Tuzla
Gradadac - with 9 5 7 88690 26km Srebrenik . . .
Srebrenik 7 (combined) 48km Gradanica
Kalesija 6 3.8 5 55707 25km Tuzla 0 + 0
Tuzla M - with30km 2iviniceo+o15km LukavacTuzla MC - with 33 202337 1k uaa
27.6 29 202337 15km Zivinice + + +Lukavac 9 .(combined) 25km Kalesija
2ivinice - with 8 9.4 13km Banovidi
Banovii & 7 13 96244 15km Tuzla + +Branch 5 2.8 (combined) 30km KalesijaKladanj B34km Kladanj
Zenica-Doboj Canton
Current number of municipal courts: 10 Current number of municipal judges: 76
Proposed no. of municipal courts/branches: 6/1 Proposed number of municipal judges: 52
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distancescurrent caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
Cantonal Court 22 15.5 16 395407
22km Visoko
Kakanj 8 4.3 5 43800 29km Zenica 0 0 0
34km Maglaj
Tesanj 8 3.8 4 58690 34km Maglaj 0 + 044km Zavidovi
Visoko - with 8 10.2 12km Breza
Breza & 5 76871 22km Kakanj
Vare§ & 4 12 (combined) 36km Varei
Olovo Branch 4 1.2 51km lovo58km Olovo
12km 2ep~e
Zavidovidi - with 8 61553 2km Mep..
Maglaj 5 (combined) 53km Zenica
Zenica MC 22 19.9 21 127972 29km Kakanj + + +
12ep~e 4 2.1 3 26521 12km Zavidovi:i -
Bosanski-Podrinje Canton (Goraide)
Current number of municipal courts: 1
Proposed number of municipal courts: 1
Current number of municipal judges: 5
Proposed number of municipal judges: 6
Number of Jud ges Critera
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
I current Icaseload proposed that court covers
Index_
Cantonal Court 4 1.8 4* 35235 ...........
Gorade MC 5 4.9 6 35235 N/A + o
*Regardless of caseload burdens, a minimum of 4 judges is required for a cantonal court. See note at Posavina Canton above.
Central Bosnia Canton (Travnik)
Current number of municipal courts: 7
Proposed no. of municipal courts/branches: 3/1
Current number of municipal judges: 47
Proposed number of municipal judges: 31
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distances ....current caseioad proposed that court covers C P G
... .. _ index
Cantonal Court 12 8.9 10 239122
Bugojno - with 12 8.0 92893 48km Jajce . . .
Jajce Branch 5 2.1 (combined) 45km Travnik
Travnik MC - with 11 14km Novi TravnikNovi Travnik & 5 15.3 16 146229 19km Vitez + + +Vitez 7 (combined) 51km Kiseljak
Vitz 7__ 72km Fojnica
21kmn Fojnica
Kiseljak - with 4 38219 21km ravnioFojnica 3.2 4 (combined) 60km Novi Travnik
Herzegovina-Neretva Canton (Mostar)
Current number of municipal courts: 10 Current number of municipal judges: 60
Proposed number of municipal courts: 3 Proposed number of municipal judges: 31
Number of Jud ges Criteria
Court cu t adjusted Population in area Distascrren aseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
C a n to n a l C o u rt 1 8 1 5 .9 1 7 2 1 7 1 1 3 2 5 k m 6 itl u k
Capljina - with 534917 25km Stolac
Stolac & 4 (combined) 45km Neum
Neum 3 34km Mostar
Konjic - with 6 23km JablanicaJablanica & 3 6.4 7 62901 60km Mostar + + .
Prozor-Rama 3 54km Prozor-Rama
Mostar MC - with 13 20km (itluk
Mostar II & 14 120295 40km Stolac + + +
Central Zone & 5 (combined) 48km Jablanica
,Citluk 4 48kin Jablanica
West Herzegovina Canton (Siroki Brijeg)
Current number of municipal courts: 2
Proposed number of municipal courts: 1
Current number of municipal judges: 12
Proposed number of municipal judges: 9
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distancescurrent caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
Cantonal Court 5 3.1 4 81299
Lj7ubuki - with 4 7 9 81299 34km Siroki Brijeg + + +
Siroki Brijeg MC 8 (combined)
Sarajevo Canton
Current number of municipal courts: 2 Current number of municipal judges: 75
Proposed number of municipal courts: 1 Proposed number of municipal judges: 92
Number of Judges Criteda
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index
Cantonal Court 37 27.8 29 400219
Sarajevo MC - with 34 400219 N/A
Sarajevo II 41 (combined)
Canton 10 (Livno)
Current number of municipal courts: 3
Proposed no. of municipal courts/branches: 1/1
Current number of municipal judges: 9
Proposed number of municipal judges: 7
Number of Judges Criteria
Court adjusted Population in area Distances
current caseload proposed that court covers C P G
index I
Cantonal Court 5 3.1 4 83949
Livno MC - with 4 6.0
Tomislavgrad & with 3 783949 40km Tomislavgrad + + +
Drvar Branch 2 0.8 (combined) 110km Drvar
ANNEX E - CASELOAD SPREADSHEETS
[Note: the original Report included, at Annex E, a caseload spreadsheet for each of the 93 first- and second-
instance courts in Bosnia and Herzegovina. For purposes of this publication, it is sufficient to include only four
examples of such sheets: afirst-instance and a second-instance court in the Republika Srpska (Byeljina and
Doboj), and afirst-instance and a second-instance court in the Federation (Biha6 and Sarajevo). -- DTP]
Bijeljina
Basic Court -- Case Filings
1 Y - total
1st half projected 4 -year year estimated judges
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2002* Average Average Quota Coefficient needed**
456 422 417 967 390
272 228 208 217 105
56 28 18 31 19
65 1912 120 136 155
1938 1673 2459 2626 1155
271 258 272 323 222
1258 1344 1439 1837 763
45 126 75 185 89
0
0 2 0 2 1
1048 1343 1527 1698 819
2307 2505 2610 2806 1619
0
0
208 500 1224 490 1120
0
0
0
245 369 1622 393 265
0
0
0
0
48 31 49 57 27
0
30 77 133 150 94
84 114 81 106 46
121 187 240 19 1
2 1 2 3 11
3 14 0 1 4
7006 8607 9910 10458 7492
2693 3048 2352 1776 1232
0
780 608.4 873.5
210 227 213.5
38 34.2 34.5
310 508.6 223
2310 2201.2 2468
444 313.6 383.5
1526 1480.8 1681.5
178 121.8 181.5
0 0 0
2 1.2 2
1638 1450.8 1668
3238 2693.2 3022
0 0 0
0 0 0
2240 932.4 1365
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
530 631.8 461.5
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
54 47.8 55.5
0 0 0
188 115.6 169
92 95.4 99
2 113.8 10.5
22 6 12.5
8 5.2 4.5
14984 10193 12721
2464 2466.6 2120
0 0 0
220 0.004545 3.97
220 0.004545 0.16
300
300
600
600
750
1800
3300
3300
3300
3300
5500
5500
5500
5500
300
900
0.003333
0.003333
0.001667
0.001667
0.001333
0.000556
0.000303
0.000303
0.000303
0.000303
0.000182
0.000182
0.000182
0.000182
0.003333
0.001111
K
Ki
Km
Kv
Kr
Kri
P
Ps/Gs
Mal
Mals
0
R1
R2
PklGk
I
I1
12
13
Ip
Ip1
Ip2
Ip3
PR IRs
Kp
Kpu
Por
Iks
St
Pip
PI
Ov-i
Ov-h
Dn
700 0.001429 0.24
44 0.022727 0.24
Nar 676 787 530 1427 1767 3534 1390.8 2480.5
RI 25 24 20 38 30 60 33.4 49
F! 1429 1241 1154 1026 578 1156 1201.2 1091
Fil 0 0 0 0 63
F12 0 0 0 0 1
CASELOAD INDEX (the number of judges needed to cover the core caseload) 15.28
.projected for all of 2002, calculated by multiplying the data for the first six months times two.
**based on 11/2 year
average.
Commercial cases from the other Basic Courts, to be handled by the new Commercial Division
Ps Srebrenica 0.1
Ps Zvornik 0.07
Caseload Index from the other Basic Courts consolidated with this one
Lopare 2.42
ADJUSTED CASELOAD INDEX 17.87
Doboj
District Court -- Case Filings
1 '/- total
1st half projected 4 -year year estimated judges
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2002* Average Average Quota Coefficient needed**
K 55 76 89 34 6 12 53.2 23 66 0.015152 0.35
Ki 49 61 58 19 5 10 39.4 14.5 800 0.00125 0.02
Km 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.4 0.5 66 0.015152 0.01
Kr 12 6 7 5 3 6 7.2 5.5
Kri 28 37 38 46 26 52 40.2 49
Kv 48 45 74 42 31 62 54.2 52 660 0.001515 0.08
Kp 3 13 9 34 12 24 16.6 29 700 0.001429 0.04
Pk 0 0 0 0
P 0 2 2 4 2 4 2.4 4 300 0.003333 0.01
Ps 0 0 0 0 300 0.003333 0.00
U 35 59 54 59 13 26 46.6 42.5 300 0.003333 0.14
Ups/Urs 0 0 0 0
K! 243 218 192 200 129 258 222.2 229 165 0.006061 1.39
G! 290 292 295 480 410 820 435.4 650 200 0.005 3.25
Pi 29 27 76 82 54 108 64.4 95 200 0.005 0.48
PId 0 0 0 0
PvI 0 0 0 0
Ui 0 0 0 0
R 140 164 196 219 154 308 205.4 263.5 275 0.003636 0.96
RPP 0
Pip 574 797 1168 1115 529
As 0
E 0
St 0
RL 0
0 0 0
1058 942.4 1086.5 660 0.001515 1.65
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
UvI 0 0 0 0
Kim 1 3 2 0 1 2 1.6 1
KvI 0 0 0 0
Gvl 0 0 0 0
Rev 7 13 27 42 7 14 20.6 28
PR 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
PR 0 0 0 0
RF 0 0 0 0
Stari K 42 42 40 5 0 0 25.8 2.5
Kzz 0 3 10 16 5 10 7.8 13
165 0.006061 0.01
CASELOAD INDEX (the number of judges needed to cover the core caseload)
.projected for all of 2002, calculated by multiplying the data for the first six months times two.
**based on 1 1/2 year
average.
ADJUSTED CASELOAD INDEX
Biha'
Municipal Court -- Case Filings
11/2- total
1st half projected 4%/-year year estimated judges
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2002* Average Average Quota Coefficient needed**
354.6 375
93 92.5
27 22.5
58 85.5
3479.2 3825.5
279.8 285
1059.2 1237
198.4 262.5
172.2 235.5
142.8 193.5
440 450.5
74.4 76
242 249.5
220 0.004545 1.70
220 0.004545 0.10
300 0.003333 4.12
300 0.003333 0.88
600 0.001667 0.39
600 0.001667 0.32
750 0.001333 0.60
300 0.003333 0.25
K
Ki
Km
Kv
Kr
Kri
P
Ps / Gs
Mal
Mals
0
R1
R2
318
73
34
29
3763
248
985
189
33
25
412
61
219
367
98
41
42
3652
236
870
130
164
194
397
73
221
338
109
15
48
2330
345
967
148
193
108
490
86
271
410
117
17
109
3113
238
1126
269
229
203
463
74
235
170
34
14
31
2269
166
674
128
121
92
219
39
132
340
68
28
62
4538
332
1348
256
242
184
438
78
264
PkIGk
I
12
13
'p
Ip1
Ip2
Ip3
PR I Rs
Kp
Por
Iks
Pip
PI
Ov-i
Ov-h
Dn
Nar
Rz
DN i
stan.
38 98 43 31 21
314 756 2241 2666 2093
0
0
0
832 878 1199 994 425
0
0
0
192 600 2394 2354 919
2 3 3 7 6
0
51 22 27 76 42
113 53 55 28 6
93 371 536 309 88
4017 5464 4568 4630 2625
1789 2838 2906 2438 1586
1370 1621 2075 1789 874
1093 1933 4266 2519 1448
338 238 167 83 94
42 50.4 36.5
4186 2032.6 3426
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
850 950.6 922
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1838 1475.6 2096
12 5.4 9.5
0 0 0
84 52 80
12 52.2 20
176 297 242.5
5250 4785.8 4940
3172 2628.6 2805
1748 1720.6 1768.5
2896 2541.4 2707.5
188 202.8 135.5
4 873 813 622 519 1038 670 830
CASELOAD INDEX (the number of judges needed to cover the core caseload)
.projected for all of 2002, calculated by multiplying the data for the first six months times two.
**based on 1 1/2 year average.
Bankrupcty and Liquidation cases from the Cantonal Court, to be handled by the new Commericial Division
St 2 3 2 4 3 3.5
RL 16 73 130 78 48 96 78.6 87
Commercial cases from the other Municipal Courts, to be handled by the new Commercial Division
Bosanska
Ps Krupa
Ps Bu~im
Ps Cazin
Ps Klju6
Ps Sanski Most
Ps Velika Kladua
ADJUSTED CASELOAD INDEX
Sarajevo
Cantonal Court -- Case Filings
16.58
44 0.022727 0.08
110 0.009091 0.79
18.37
3300 0.000303 1.04
3300 0.000303 0.00
3300 0.000303 0.00
3300 0.000303 0.00
5500 0.000182 0.17
5500 0.000182 0.00
5500 0.000182 0.00
5500 0.000182 0.00
300 0.003333 6.99
900 0.001111 0.01
700 0.001429 0.00
11 2 - total
1st half projected 4 -year year estimated judges
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2002* Average Average Quota Coefficient needed*
K 197 252 191 216 95 190 209.2 203 66 0.015152 3.08
Ki 360 317 362 345 124 248 326.4 296.5 800 0.00125 0.37
Km 71 61 42 33 0 0 41.4 16.5 66 0.015152 0.25
Kr 8890 8848 9415 9926 4908 9816 9379 9871
Kri 263 381 546 527 244 488 441 507.5
Kv 293 661 537 684 290 580 551 632 660 0.001515 0.96
Kp 88 52 55 86 28 56 67.4 71 700 0.001429 0.10
Pk 0 0 0 0
P 18 44 31 36 19 38 33.4 37 300 0.003333 0.12
Ps 161 508 636 632 374 748 537 690 300 0.003333 2.30
U 711 796 879 896 399 798 816 847 300 0.003333 2.82
Ups/Urs 1 0 0 0.5 0.5
KI 241 344 363 392 321 642 396.4 517 165 0.006061 3.13
G! 732 1176 1405 1700 957 1914 1385.4 1807 200 0.005 9.04
Pi 85 183 354 460 223 446 305.6 453 200 0.005 2.27
Pki 43 85 55 36 13 26 49 31
PvI 26 13 23 10 9 18 18 14
Ui 0 0 0 0
R 223 1566 553 752 531 1062 831.2 907 275 0.003636 3.30
RPP 3044 2641 5307 2102 1263 2526 3124 2314
Pip 0 0 0 0 660 0.001515 0.00
As 0 0 0 0
E 6 14 13 3 6 9.75 9.5
St 8 3 7 2 4 5.5 5.5
RL 50 77 215 134 70 140 123.2 137
Pp 2 0 0 1 0
UvI 0 0 0 0
Kim 1 2 2 1 3 6 2.4 3.5 165 0.006061 0.02
KvI 0 0 0 0
GvI 0 0 0 0
Rev 0 0 0 0
PR 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
RF 1150 1602 1054 2108 1620 1855
Rug 239 1 12 3 0 0 51 1.5
Mals 13 26 482 98 17 34 130.6 66
Pip 4 6 13 2 2 4 5.8 3
UF/P 3214 6428 6428 6428
POT 4 26 52 28 28
CASELOAD INDEX (the number of judges needed to cover the core caseload) 27.75
.projected for all of 2002, calculated by multiplying the data for the first six months times two.
**based on 11/2 year
average.
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